
ATTUNEMENT PACKAGE FOR PHYSICAL 

STRENGTH, STAMINA & MARTIAL ARTS 
 
 
 

Price of package: $239 (GBP 169) 
 

Value of attunements: $1 996 (GBP 1 428) 
 

 
 
Dragon Ki Reiki - $20 
 
Prerequiste Reiki Master Usui and Karuna Master 
On the spiritual path, the dragon symbolizes power the power to fight against evil and 
the will to protect people. 
  And 'the true energy of the Spiritual Warrior, a warrior of light who fights continuously 
evil and darkness, or those who bring darkness 
Dragon energy Ki transforms the spirit at the highest levels and brings protection 
against evil spirits. 
Dragon Ki is the physical and spiritual strength. 
In martial arts, the Dragon power is the power to dominate the bad and the Ki control. 
 

Prime Reiki (Pusaka Ki) – Sastra Vardhana - $20 

Prime Reiki is also known as Pusaka Ki .It was founded and developed by M.Anton 
Sulistyo and Pusoko KS in a series of energy meditation exercises 
The energy is a combination of a number of different energies  
A special type of energy exercised and practiced by a lot of martial arts practitioners 
in Indonesia ,generically known as inner power. 
Traditional reiki energy from Mikao Usui Lineage 
A cleansing vortex -like energy ,possibly linked with the ancient Maya civilisation in 
South America 
 

RAGA MACAN  - Hari Winarso - $80 
 
Raga Macan has a meaning as "The Tiger Body", this is a Powerful magickal force to 
upgrade your physical Powers and stamina of body. Accelerates the cells 
Regeneration and immunity. 
 
 This Raga Macan is not working alone for physical body, but also infuse a positive 
power for the mental, It brings vitality and not easily discouraged, increases the 
courage And self-confidence. 
 
 It is great if you are an athlete, a martial artist, Military, and or anyone who needs the 
benefits of this magick empowerment 
 



Ultimate Power Armor – Hari Winarso – 2017 - $25 
 
Ultimate Power Armor is an energetic armor that was channeled to increase your 
physical power, makes your physical power and endurance become very powerful and 
unbeatable. It also maintains your health condition and body stamina. 
 
If you are an athlete, this Ultimate Power Armor helps to improve your sports ability by 
stimulating all parts of your body at the cellular level to increase your agility, dexterity, 
balance, flexibility, reflexes and in peak condition it will activate the precognitice 
reflexes so you can react to things before they happen. 
  



Maximum Fighting Skills Empowerment – Hari Winarso – 2018 - $50 
 
This was channeled and created to stimulate your subsconscious, activate the 
response mechanism and strengthen the power of WILL to win in a combat. 
 
 It helps to overcome your self-limitations, release your negative feelings (Such as: 
fear, doubt, less-confident, etc), and then removes the instinctive option to flee from a 
situation and makes you only have one option ... Fight. 
 
Maximum Fighting Skills Empowerment will strengthen your fighting spirit, also 
increases and expand all of your fighting skills (stamina, reflexes, strength and speed, 
etc)  in the most efficient manner. 
 
 Maximum Fighting Skills Empowerment are very useful for Martial Artist, Martial Arts's 
Athletes, Security Sevice, Police, etc. 
 

Ethereal Tiger Force  - Hari Winarso – 2018 - $55 
This was channeled to strengthen your physical power, stamina and body immune. 
 
 It will energize the mental power and brings new spirit, optimism to facing any 
problems in your life without fear and doubt. 
 
Ethereal Tiger Force is also develop in a powerful auric presence with an amazingly 
strong, high-frequency magnetic-field, so you will be respected, honored by others, 
and have a power to influences and subdue the others.  
 
Ethereal Tiger Force will protect against "bad vibes", "psychic attacks" and "emotional 
pollution", and all forms of negativities. 
 
It is also helps to maintain your health condition, and brings energy to rejuvenates the 
physical system, also accelarates the cells regeneration. 
 

Magickal Bhima Essence – Hari Winarso - $50 
In the Hindu epic Mahabharata, Bhima or Bhimsen is the second of the Pandavas. 
The Mahabharata relates many events which portray the immense might of Bhima. 
Bhima is responsible for slaying all hundred Kaurava brothers in the Kurukshetra War. 
(Wikipedia) 
 
Magickal Bhima Essence was channeled to strengthen your physical power and 
makes your stamina become more powerful. It will stimulate all parts of your body at 
the cellular level to increases your agility, dexterity, balance, flexibility, endurance, 
stamina, reflexes. 
 
Magickal Bhima Essence helps to build positive thoughts and optimism. You will 
always have the courage and more spirit to facing anything, any challenges that 
confront you.  
 
It will help you to always survive, getting stronger in any condition and situation, even 
in a very hard condition and situation. 



Bio-Metal Body Empowerment – Hari Winarso – 2018 - $50 
This was channeled and created to build up and boost your physical energy. 
 
 It will strengthen your physical power and makes your stamina become more powerful 
and unbeatable. 
 
It brings invulnerability power to your body to protect you from any forms of physical 
attacks and ambushes, protect you from riots, mobs and aggressors attacking in large 
groups. 
 
Bio-Metal Body Empowerment is also boosts and enhances the absorption of nutrients 
to maintain your peak health condition and accelerate your healing process from any 
illness. 
 
 It will strengthen your body immunity to the high level and brings invulnerability power 
from diseases, toxins, etc. 
 
Energetically, Bio-Metal Body Empowerment is also helps to cleanses and re-
energizes your energetic body, revitalizes and purifies energies, cleanses and 
expands aura, also realigns magnetic fields with purpose to enhances your physical, 
mental, emotional and spiritual well-being. 
 

Gajah Mada Ray Energy – Argandini Titisari - $25 
 
Mahapatih Gajahmada is a powerful military leader and Prime Minister (Mahapatih) of 
the Majapahit Empire. Credited with Bringing the empire to speak of its glory. 
 
 In modern Indonesia, he serves as an important national hero.  
 
He is a symbol of patriotism, commitment, success and strength.  
 
 Is a perfect vibration That assists to grow strong commitment and courage in life, will 
bring of success, passion and strength to Pursuing your dreams Because it helps you 
become motivated and productive.  
 
The energy awakens the inner fire of creativity, it Enhance your charisma and makes 
you very attractive to other, That people can Increase your popularity. Also en Increase 
your vitality and stamina.  
 
This energy for grounds spirit forces Within the body, draw negativity away from your 
chakras Also having the ability to control the flow of energy, and assist in balanced 
connection between the physical and the spirituaL 
 

Raja Besi Inner Power (Practitioner & Master Level, 2 PDFs) – Hari Winarso - 

$100 

Inner Power is a popular concept in Southeast Asia particularily Indonesia and 
Malaysia Inner Power- this is the strength within you that you can used it to help you 



to go through your daily life. Inner Power also call ki, chi, subconcious, inner energy, 
reiki, prana and many more.   
Everyone have this power within but one need to seek and find it in his self then only 
can used it in daily life. The demonstration of this power is very amazing - people heal 
other with this inner energy, people do amazing feat such as walking through fire and 
many more. This inner energy to help us to reduce stress, to be more relax and be 
confident with ourself. 
Raja Besi Inner Power helps you to strengthen and protect your physical power, 
immune system and stamina. Protect yourself from enemies and aggressors. Weaken 
aggressors as soon as they enter your force field. Protection yourself from psychic 
attacks, black magic. 
 

Peak Human Potential Empowerment – Hari Winarso – 2018 - $50 
This was channeled and created unlock any of your potentials and maximizes them 
until they can achieve the peak level. 
 
Physically, Peak Human Potential Empowerment will increases your stamina and 
vitality until you can reach the maximum or peak condition of both. It will stimulates 
each parts of your body to works optimally and give maximum results for your health 
condition. 
 
For your mind, Peak Human Potential Empowerment helps to maximize your focus 
and concentration, and then maintain the maximum focus state for very long. 
 
 It will also increase your intelligence, expand and improve our memory capacity -- 
Makes you have a powerful memory. 
 
 It may also awakening your intuition and other extrasensory perception skills. 
 
Spiritually, Peak Human Potential Empowerment assist to expanding your 
consciousness and increasing your awareness to the higher spiritual levels. It helps to 
deepening your meditation and accelerates your spiritual practices. 
 

Usui Teate Reiki - $50 

http://sunshineuni-uk.com/product/usui-teate/ 

 

Planet Mars Empowerment - $10 

Mars is the action planet of energy, passion, drive and determination. This fiery 

planet is masculine in action, getting things done, having attributes of ambition, 
stamina, courage, and confidence. 

Planetary Angels Collection - Angels of Mars Energy Angels of Mars Energy - 
$15 

Founded by Maria João Sereno  

http://sunshineuni-uk.com/product/usui-teate/


Hard and ready, these Angels can fight back with a punch, they are aggressive, to say 
the least. Angels of Mars are Uriel, Gabriel, Samael, and Chamael. They are involved 
in the physical energy, by action and power. 

They shoot emotions and adrenaline, they push us for mental efforts where will 
achieve the victory. In fact, none of the other angels are associated with Victory, as 
the Angels of Mars. They help us to take risks and encourage physical challenges. 

 Independence Strength Desire Courage Energy Self-confidence Determination 
Audacity when necessary Devotion 

Tiger Force – Jalu - $35 

The tiger is a potent symbol across Asia and in many cultures. It has since been a 
fixture of tattooing in especially in India, Malaysia, Burma, China, Thailand, Indonesia, 
Japan and Cambodia. The tiger symbol is associated with power, passion, ferocity 
and sensuality. In addition to these it represents beauty and speed, cruelty and wrath 
and its appearance in dream is usually a sign of new power or passion that has 
awakened within an individual. 

In Asia the tiger is associated with power and mightiness of kings. This position is 
similar to those of Lions found in the Middle East and Europe. Koreans on the other 
hand named the tiger the King of the Animals. In India, god Shiva was seen in the 
aspect of the destroyer and was always depicted as wearing a tiger skin and riding on 
a tiger. Universally, the tiger is a symbol of power and strength and can also be a 
power of destruction and violence. The Chinese have images of tiger in their charms 
when casting away evil spirit. 

 Tiger Force is powerful system, bring to you a power of Tiger. Give you courage to be 
daring fighters, make you capable of standing up to the better end for what you think 
is right and capable of great generosity. This lift up your self belief and confidence, 
helps you in adventures, more  enthusiasm, dynamic and efficiency in accomplished 
job. 

 Many benefit that you find in Tiger Force, include: 

•    Give you energy boost and stamina in complete a job. 

•    Bring to you fearlessness and good leader. 

•    Open your way to new companionship. 

•    Give to you a guardian. 

•    etc. 

  



Griffin Force – Jalu - $28 

Griffin Force brings to you the balance of duality that is in us. Griffin Force brought the 
quality of nobility, gentleness and justice which will be reflected in our daily actions. In 
addition, Griffin Force offered wisdom, virtue, strength, alertness and safety. 

Griffin Force has the element of fire, providing protection for its users and as a tool 
purification of negative energy. 

Greatness Empowerment – T Loper - $33.33 

The Greatness Empowerment is a gift from Spirit given so that you can experience 
your true expansion, step into your inner personal power and embrace your greatness. 
The empowerment will help you to get in touch with that drive inside you that draws 
you to your greatness so that you can achieve positive results in your life and path. It 
will transform your thoughts so that you do not have false beliefs that there is some 
limitation that will not allow you to achieve your greatness. It will give you a motivating 
energy boost to pursue those things that you are passionate about so that you begin 
creating and living your dreams now. It will boost your self confidence and faith in 
yourself. 

This empowerment will allow you to accept the greatness that is yours by Divine right 
so that you do not settle for less than what the Divine intends for you in any area of 
your life.  This energy is designed to help you believe in yourself so that you can tap 
into the unlimited potential within and rediscover that drive inside you that pushes you 
forward on your path and purpose. It will enable you to approach your life path and 
purpose with greater motivation, passion, desire and vision. The energy will enable 
you to take advantage of opportunities that come your way to pursue your dreams and 
goals. 

The empowerment can be used when you are struggling with holding on to your 
dreams to be great, to do great things, to accomplish your goals and create your 
dreams. The energy will help you to hold onto your dreams and continue setting goals 
so that you push forward with pursuit of your passions no matter what trial may arise 
that seeks to destroy your dreams. The Greatness Empowerment has a persisting 
energy that helps you to continue to forge ahead so that your greatness shines through 
and you accomplish the great things you set out to accomplish. 

 The Greatness Empowerment can be used for: 

• Reaching Greatness 

• A Motivation Boost 

• Discovering innate talents, abilities, spiritual gifts 

• Pursuing passions 

• Thinking your way to greatness 

• Unlocking unlimited potential and possibility within 

• Overcoming fear 

• Creating successful habits 

• Help you choose greatness over mediocrity 



• Tapping into the Higher Self 

• Attracting successful positive people into your life 

• Accepting the belief that you can be great 

• When you want to experience growth, betterment and improvement 

• Help you strive for excellence 

• Get in touch with the extraordinary within you 

• Feeling the true happiness that exists within you 

• And so much more! 

Life Force Infusion – H Winarso – 3 Levels - $80 

Life Force Infusion System 1-3 From Hari Winarso Life Force Infusion System fosters 
balance in all aspects of your life. When you are more balanced, more life force can 
flow through you to touch every aspect of your being. This increased flow fosters even 
greater balance, which in turn attracts even more life force. Because this energy 
system is to promote balance, it brings your entire being into balance in a balanced 
way—slowly and steadily. 

Life Force Infusion System balances your whole being; when you works with this 
energy in a specific areas of the body, it balances those areas. For example, if you 
works this energy on a disharmonious stomach, this will attract life force to the 
stomach, promoting greater balance there and helping the stomach become healthier. 

Life Force Infusion System brings balance to your body’s physical processes ,including 
those involved in the functioning of your endocrine, organ, nervous, circulatory, 
digestive, and other systems. Life Force Infusion System balances these processes 
one at a time, beginning its work with whatever requires its attention most. As this 
system draws more lifeforce to your physical body, a healing may start to occur. Such 
healing is not the direct effect of this system but of the increased life force that this 
system brings to your body. As you continue to works with this, your health will 
naturally improve. 

Life Force Infusion System fosters a greater awareness of your emotional being. It 
helps balance emotional energies and incorporate the effects of new experiences into 
your consciousness. With more emotional balance, you can handle all situations in a 
more dignified and balanced way. Because of this, Life Force Infusion may seem to 
protect you from the negative emotions of others. However, you will simply become 
more able to place negative emotions in perspective and to maintain your own 
balance. Positive emotions will appear enhanced, but only because you will appreciate 
and enjoy them more. 

Those who are familiar with the concept of karma—the law of cause and effect, or the 
law of action and reaction—know that an individual is ultimately accountable for his 
actions. Life Force Infusion System can help you become aware of incidents from the 
past; it can also help you see that your actions cause reactions. With this awareness, 
the effects of your actions can become learning experiences rather than simply slaps 
out of the blue. This awareness will also help you better handle your current life 
situations that are associated with past experiences. 



Life Force Infusion System not only helps balance your physical and subtle bodies, it 
also helps bring into balance everything that comes into your life. If Life Force Infusion 
System is worn continually, it will even work to deflect those forces that upset your 
balance, and it will attract what is needed to maintain your balance. 

Life Force Infusion System can take the energy that is in your aura, metabolize it, and 
return it to you in a more usable form. Life Force Infusion System calls to itself the life 
force that exists all around you and in your subtle bodies. It can bring this energy into 
your physical body in a form that the body can "digest" and use for its development. 
Ultimately, the mission of Life Force Infusion System is spiritual: when the bodies’ 
energies are balanced, a more stable foundation will be laid from which spiritual growth 
can flourish 

Reconnection of Rainbow Titanium Blue Flame – Ramon Martinez Lopez - $610 

The reconnection of omniversal soul essence lattice. The reconnection of RAINBOW 
TITANIUM energy works in: 

• Power 

• Love 

• Spirituality 

• Healing 

• Grounding 

• Protection 

• Protection from Electromagnetic Fields 

• Harmony 

• Source Alignment 

• Creativity 

• Mysticism 

• Meditation 

• Psychic Abilities 

• Introspection 

• Clairvoyance 

• Joy 

• Insight 

• Channeling 

• Psychic Communication 

• Psychic Visions 

• Used in meditation to stimulate the movement of the Kundalini Energy 

• Soulfire initiates 

The Reconnection of Blue flame energy into all parts of the body profoundly nourishes 
the brain, cerebrospinal fluid, and other components of the nervous and circulatory 
systems. The result is a greater sense of integration, energy, and strength. 

Provides energetic nourishment to your brain, nerve sheaths, cerebrospinal fluid, 
blood vessels, or sensory organs 



Improves your posture, physical coordination, grace of movement, or the cooperation 
among all your body parts 

Improve communication between your brain and the rest of your body. 

Reconnection to the Coral Ray – Ramon Martinez Lopez - $610 

If you teach this system you should do coral ray reconnection first. With this system 
you can teach coral ray reconnection too. 

Coral ray Reconnection It is hearted to connect the ley lines of our planet, the meridian 
lines of the human body and the universal energy grid as axiatonal lines. 

What Is A Ray? 

Simply stated, a Ray is a force containing a purpose that divides its efforts into two 
measurable and perceptible powers: light and sound. It is a particular force or type of 
energy, with the emphasis upon the quality which that force exhibits and not upon the 
form aspect which it creates. 

Light and sound are the building blocks of our universe and everything in our world of 
thought, feeling and action, contains them. The human aura contains the twin matrix 
powers of light and sound, and connects in the spin points of the etheric human body 
and often a healer with developed psychic abilities will note certain colors and sound 
frequencies in the aura when rendering a diagnosis. Nature mimics a similar pattern. 
Describe in sacred geometry. Each specific color and sound carries a certain vibration 
creating and producing different results. 

Coray ray reconnection able to communicate through nerve endings, neuro-structures 
and communications. 

The blessings of the Coral Ray are self-support, empowerment, true communication 
and self-activation. 

The Coral Ray will return the urge and the longing for humandking to form 
communities. Groups of like-minded people, friends, artists, healers, communicators, 
idealists and creators of all forms will find each other. Soul groups will come together 
and prepare to shift their frequencies to the New World. Soul families will start to pull 
together. Addictions to false loves, cries for attention, social obligation and 
insubstantial friendships will quickly fall away. Most people will be inspired to step 
forward and declare their purpose to the world. It is a time of delightful surprises, 
immediate connections and playful encounters, as many will surprise themselves for 
the very first time. 

The Coral Ray will enter at the crown and will fill the Creator up with a sweet life giving 
fluid, like the waters of the womb. This will aid in co-creation and preparation of rebirth 
in the New World. It is more or less that you become a womb yourself. 

The Coral Ray is the source of love and all life, celebrating creativity and is delighted 
that you are ready to receive it. 

http://sunshineuni-uk.com/product/coral-ray/


Some of the PROPERTIES: 

• Activates the Sacral Chakra 

• Encourages one to indulge in life’s sensory experiences 

• Enables the ability to move forward with endeavors 

• Motivates one to stand firm in opposition 

• Assist in bringing one’s spiritual vision into manifestation of creativity. 

• Increases fertility 

• Increases discernment and good judgment 

• Releases mental tension and all unwanted thoughts 

• Opens the mind to beauty and intuition 

• Restores balance within the body 

• Aids in the grounding of one’s ideas into reality 

• Helpful in removing any blocked energy from negative sexual experiences of 
the past 

• Inspires one to be more confident and creative in expressing his/her passion 

• Regulates interaction with the external world 

• Embraces one to be aware of their individual self and soul groups. 

You receive: 7 reconnection sessions (1 hour each, remotely by chi ball method), 1 
pdf manual, 1 pdf certificate upon request. 

This is not teacher level.  You can only pass this attunement on after receiving 
the Reconnection of Rainbow Titanium Blue Flame. 

Heart-Brain-Body Reconnection Coffee Empowerment – Ramon Martinez Lopez 
- $300 

There are so many metabolic effects of coffee that it has been hard to sort out which, 
exactly, are responsible for the increase in physical and mental energy that most users 
experience. 

Caffeine is known to boost the effects of the neurotransmitters serotonin, dopamine 
and acetylcholine. Dopamine, for example, is known to affect levels of concentration. 
Caffeine also increases the release of catecholamines (such as adrenaline) via the 
sympathetic nervous system, which among other things can make your heart beat 
faster, send more blood to your muscles and tell your liver to release sugar into the 
bloodstream for energy. 

Caffeine can help muscles to contract by encouraging the sarcoplasmic reticulum in 
muscle fibers to release calcium ions, and it reduces the percentage of maximum 
exertion that a given exercise requires, to name just a few effects. 

The attunement deals with love fear issues, like fear for deserving love. It provides 
happiness, eternal essence of the youth soul and infinite abundance. It assists in 
breaking addiction - whether the source is coffee, tea, mate, chocolate or cola. This 
essence also stimulates, and sharpens, the mind. 

 

http://sunshineuni-uk.com/product/reconnection-of-rainbow-titanium-blue-flame/

